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Modelling Stochastic Fibrous Materials with Mathematica® (Engineering Materials and Processes)Springer, 2008
Recent developments in the use of electrospun fibrous materials, for application as scaffolds for tissue engineering and in the application of carbon fibrous materials in fuel cells, has generated new interest in the dependence of the properties and structure of these materials on those of their constituent fibres. Modelling Stochastic Fibrous...
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The Theory of Materials FailureOxford University Press, 2013

	A complete and comprehensive theory of failure is developed for homogeneous and isotropic materials. The full range of materials types are covered from very ductile metals to extremely brittle glasses and minerals. Two failure properties suffice to predict the general failure conditions under all states of stress. With this foundation to...
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Ceramic Matrix Composites: Fiber Reinforced Ceramics and their ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008


	Ceramic Matrix Composites (CMCs) represent a relatively new class of quasiductile

	ceramic materials. They are characterized by carbon or ceramic fi bers embedded

	in ceramic matrices (oxide or non - oxide) with comparatively low bonding

	forces between the fi bers and the matrix. These weak intefaces, in combination

	with a porous...
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The Handbook of Optical Communication Networks (Electrical Engineering Handbook)CRC Press, 2003

	During the last 3 decades, the field of telecommunications has witnessed tremendous growth. Proliferation of the Internet has started a true revolution that is expected to continue through the foreseeable future. Three factors have played major roles in the unprecedented growth of this field:

	

	• Users’ incessant...
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Implementing 802.11, 802.16, and 802.20 Wireless Networks: Planning, Troubleshooting, and OperationsNewnes, 2004

	For nearly a century, voice communications networks have been king of the hill. The growth of the Internet in the 1990’s has given rise to the need for data communications networks that are as well developed and flexible as the voice networks that are currently in place. Broadband connectivity has become available in certain places...
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The Natural Pet Food Cookbook: Healthful Recipes for Dogs and CatsHowell Book House, 2007


	We are all familiar with the adage “You are what you eat.” Well, imagine how much more applicable that

	would be if we ate the same thing every day. That is the case with our four-legged companions. All of

	their nutrition comes from the food that we provide for them, and that puts a tremendous responsibility

	on us to...
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Composites for Construction: Structural Design with FRP MaterialsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) composite materials have developed into economically and structurally viable construction materials for buildings and bridges over the last 20 years. FRP composite materials used in structural engineering typically consist of glass, carbon, or aramid fibers encased in a matrix of epoxy, polyester, vinylester, or...
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State-of-the-Art Technologies in Food Science: Human Health, Emerging Issues and Specialty Topics (Innovations in Agricultural & Biological Engineering)Apple Academic Press, 2018

	
		There has been a growing interest in the health benefits derived from fruits and vegetables and the food products based on them. Many foods contain various phytochemicals, flavonoids, fibers, macronutrients and micronutrients, minerals, etc. that are good for health and essential for keeping good health. This volume provides a global...
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CCNP BSCI Official Exam Certification Guide (4th Edition)Cisco Press, 2007
CCNP BSCI Official Exam Certification Guide, Fourth Edition, is a best of breed Cisco® exam study guide that focuses specifically on the objectives for the BSCI exam. Successfully passing the BSCI 642-901 exam certifies that you have the knowledge and skills necessary to use advanced IP addressing and routing in implementing...
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WiMAX: Standards and SecurityCRC Press, 2007
As the demand for broadband services continues to grow worldwide, traditional solutions, such as digital cable and fiber optics, are often difficult and expensive to implement, especially in rural and remote areas. The emerging WiMAX system satisfies the growing need for high data-rate applications such as voiceover IP, video conferencing,...
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Ethernet: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Get up to speed on the latest Ethernet capabilities for building and maintaining networks for everything from homes and offices to data centers and server machine rooms. This thoroughly revised, comprehensive guide covers a wide range of Ethernet technologies, from basic operation to network management, based on the authors’...
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Dictionary of Computer and Internet Terms (Words R Us Computer Dictionaries) (Volume 1)CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2016

	This dictionary contains over 32,000 terms that are specific to Computers and the Internet. Each term includes a definition / description. With more than 750 pages, this dictionary is one of the most comprehensive resources available. Terms relate to applications, commands, functions, operating systems, image processing and networking. No...
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